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cARTie IS A NOT-FOR-PROFIT
501(C)3 ORGANIZATION AND
'REIMAGINED MUSEUM' THAT
BRIDGES INEQUITIES IN
EDUCATION AND ARTS ACCESS
ACROSS CONNECTICUT BY
BRINGING THE MUSEUM FIELD
TRIP TO SCHOOLS;

it deconstructs the traditional White,
eurocentric model of what an art museum is
by making sure all Connecticut youth see
themselves represented in the works of art on
display, featured artists, and experiences they
have while visiting. To this end, cARTie offers
inclusive internship and exhibition
opportunities to a diverse population of high
school art students and provides critical
museum-based learning opportunities that
enrich and deepen early education and SEL,
while meeting ELDS, NCCAS, and CCSS, to
PreK-2 students who otherwise may not have
access to robust arts programming.
Over the past year, cARTie has made
tremendous progress toward achieving its
mission and vision. cARTie’s pilot program is
stirring statewide excitement around the
potential of mobile museum-based
programming for high school and elementaryaged students. This pilot year, cARTie has
built partnerships with six public elementary
schools and one private preschool, not to
mention relationships with similarly-minded
arts and arts education organizations.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Elizabeth Murray, Co-Founder & Chairperson
Holly Hawthorn, Vice Chairperson
Naiara Parker, Treasurer
Michael Gallagher, Finance Committee Chair
Cal Inguanti, Fundraising Committee Chair
Adrianne Carter-Brown, Program Committee Chair
Emily Clark, Communications Committee Chair

TEACHER ADVISORY BOARD

Andrea Yankovich
Chris Oburchay
Dana Mitchell
Diane Kendall
Katherine Southworth
Katherine Ross
Mimi Houston
Nicholas Perrone, Ph.D.
Ryan Chaney
Wilma Donaldson

STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD
Alejandro Ramos
Ava Basile
Mark Despard III
Nate Kolek
Phoebe DeOreo
Saige Kanik

VOLUNTEERS
Clare Murray, Co-Founder & Executive Director
Diane Kendall, Educator
Elizabeth Murray, Educator
Holly Hawthorn, Educator
Jean Loeb, Educator
Pat Keane, Educator
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Dear Friends,
Just as we asked all 1,132 PreK-2 students who hopped aboard cARTie this Fall, I
would like to ask you to join me in taking a deep breath in. Hold onto that beautiful,
nourishing gift of breath, and as you release it, I challenge you to bring to mind a
moment this year when you felt in awe, empowered, and maybe even inspired by
cARTie.
Many moments may come to mind – finally purchasing and retrofitting out schoolbus-turned-museum-bus, rallying and preparing a team of devoted and talented
museum educators, making the museum mobile for more than 53 PreK-2
classrooms with limited access to the arts, celebrating the value of the arts in
education through our 2021-2022 juried exhibition of high school student art.
This pilot year has certainly overflowed with energy and momentum. From day one
at Northeast Academy Arts Magnet School in Mystic, cARTie has been met with
incredible community excitement. Kimberly Drelich of The Day, even called cARTie
"a unique and fun opportunity [that will] spark creativity and imagination." And Brian
Gioiele of The Shelton Herald added "cARTie [is poised to] make the arts come alive
for young children" across Connecticut. Taken together, cARTie's mission and vision
could not be better reaffirmed.
For me, the crux of our impact, though, is in the responses we received from the
1,132 PreK-2 students we have served thus far. This Biannual Report lifts up some of
the most powerful signs of our impact – the numbers as well as the stories behind
them. I am humbled to celebrate the work we have managed to achieve, as detailed
in this Report, even in the face of a global Pandemic and political polarization. Thank
you for believing so resolutely in cARTie and the potential of reimagining museumbased programming to bridge inequities in education and arts access across
Connecticut and prepare our youth to be the critical and creative thinkers our society
so demands and needs today.

CLARE MURRAY

CO-FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

With an abundance of appreciation for your joining us in this work to
#MobilizeTheMuseum.
Sincerely,

THE
M
O
R
F
LETTER VE DIRECTOR
EXECUTI

Clare Murray
Co-Founder & Executive Director, cARTie
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“As I reflect back this past year with cARTie I am thankful
for all of our volunteers working to create such an inspiring
program, our dedicated funders who believe in our mission
and the children who eagerly visited the cARTie bus! Looking
forward to the upcoming year and the great big smiles on
the students when the cARTie bus rolls into the parking lot!”
~ Elizabeth Murray, Chairperson

“Despite all the obstacles this past year brought,
the dedication of our Board and volunteer
educators formed the bones of our success. I
think very fondly of our first, warm fall day
bringing the mobile art museum to students in
Connecticut. It was an incredible feeling."
~ Holly Hawthorn, Vice Chairperson

"I think about the challenges facing children in my home state, and it means a lot to me to see so
many benefitting from exposure to the arts and museum-based learning through cARTie."
~ Naiara Parker, Treasurer

“I'm thrilled to be a part of the monumental work cARTie is providing for
young learners all over CT. I’m eager to continue to grow and evolve our
mission to bring art enrichment to more youth in areas we've yet to
reach. Thank you to our generous donors for your continued support!!”
~ Adrianne Carter-Brown, Program Committee Chair

“I was so impressed with the art produced by the
high school students. Blew my mind."
~ Michael Gallagher, Finance Committee Chair

“It’s been so wonderful to see the groundwork come to fruition in cARTie’s first mobile museum visits this past fall.
Seeing images of the wonder in students’ eyes as they step onto the bus makes me grateful to be a part of this team!”
~ Cal Inguanti, Fundraising Committee Chair

REFLECTIONS FROM THE BOAR
D

“Over the past year, I’ve loved helping cARTie grow into
something truly impactful. Last January, cARTie was
more of an idea, but now it’s a full fledged organization
that has been integrated into schools. How cool!”
~ Emily Clark, Communications Committee Chair
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883

first museum
experiences

102

collaborative art
projects initiated

3,000+
facilitated slow
looks at art

303

miles driven

80

hours of
programming

78%

first-time
museum goers

4

partnership events
and activities in
community

150

educator
training hours

2

summer interns

*exact numbers estimated to the best of our ability

"I love being a part of cARTie!"
~Founding Student Advisory Board
Member

"Why didn't this exist
before?"
~Pilot Partner
Kindergarten Teacher

"Age appropriate and
incredibly immersive!"
~Pilot Partner First Grade
Teacher

23

High-School & CollegeAged Student-Artists

"That was epic!"
~First Grade Student
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1,132
53
PreK-2 Students

PreK-2 Classes

Pilot Partner Schools

(6 Public Elementary Schools + 1 Private Preschool)

SNAPSHOT
OF IMPACT
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Meet Nate

Meet Pat

Meet Alex

This June, while a senior at Staples High School this
June, Nate submitted his mixed media portrait
(11x17") created during the Pandemic, Enough, to our
2021 Juried High School Art Exhibition in response to
this year's theme: What does it mean to be a kid during
the Pandemic? Nate heard about the opportunity from
his art teacher, Katherine Ross.

Retired from a long career in accounting, and
with all three of her children raised and living
independent lives in New York and Florida, Pat
came to cARTie in July of this year ready to
learn and get involved in museum work. There
was something about the cARTie concept that
struck Pat; "cARTie is something I want to be a
part of!"

At six years old, Alex had never visited a
museum before. Stepping aboard the cARTie
art museum bus, then, was like a dream come
true, except it was a dream that Alex might
never have thought to have, had it not been
for cARTie. First came the awe. Then the
excitement. And then the sheer energy and
enthusiasm. Giddily, Alex picked up
magnifying lens after clipboard after book to
deepen his experience aboard the museum
bus. By the end, Alex shared: "I've got to go
find myself another museum to visit now!"
And so began Alex's lifetime of comfort and
interest in the arts and cultural institutions.

Encouraged and empowered by the opportunity to see
his art impact young children across the state of
Connecticut aboard the cARTie museum bus, Nate
continues to stay involved with cARTie as one of our
2021-2022 Student Advisory Board members, integral
in brainstorming ideas for cARTie to reach the needs
of high school art students today. In a recent
conversation, Nate shared: "you know, I have a lot of
art in a portfolio just sitting around under my bed, and
so to see Enough out there, on the cARTie bus, means
so much."

While nervous about never having worked in
education before, Pat jumped courageously
into cARTie's intensive summer museum
educator training and let her naturally
compassionate and curious self shine. All of
those years of visiting museums and listening
to docent talks and tours certainly paid off!
And of course, it is Pat and her generous soul
that make the world of difference to cARTie,
and it is cARTie that seems to be sparking joy
right back for Pat!

Enough by Na

STORIES
OF IMPACT

te Kolek (202

0; 11x17")

Nate is now in his first year at the Rhode Island School
of Design, where he is pursuing a career as an
illustrator. In all of these ways, Nate's story is a
testament to the mission and vision of cARTie,
reaffirming the creative potential of all Connecticut
students.

Through and across stories of impact,
students tell us they are learning tools to
engage in museums (54%), familiarity with and
interest in art (23%), confidence in museums
(14%), and vocabulary (9%). Teachers tell us
they are thrilled by our three objectives: (a) to
introduce students to the museum
environment in a welcoming and inviting way,
(b) to integrate students' prior knowledge and
needs, and (c) to prepare students to think
critically and creatively through looking at art;
they especially value cARTie's novel
interactive and exploratory nature (33%),
exposure to teaching critical thinking through
art (33%), emotional support and uplift (25%),
and academic reinforcement (9%).
Ultimately, as seen through the eyes of 4-7year-olds, cARTie is "epic" and the days when
cARTie has visited our pilot partner schools
have been many 4-7-year-olds' "best day[s]
ever."
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Artwork and feedback from pilot partner schools, teachers, students, and stakeholders, 2021.

"Linking who [the student-artists] are and what they do is incredibly powerful and
something that galleries do not typically do... Introducing our kids to these
students is transformative and powerful to achieving and teaching about equity."
pal
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"We were very impressed... It's like walking into a
museum but interactive. It's all on their level,
too. It inspired them to look and view things that
they probably would not have had the
opportunity to have experienced... it is really
great to be able to bring in enrichment
programming like this."

Assistan
tP
Read Sc rincipal
Bridgep hool
ort, CT
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TRANSITIONING

TO 2022

We aim to retain and double
our seven pilot partnerships,
while expanding opportunities
for high-school students to get
involved with cARTie;

Mission
cARTie strives to confront inequities in education
and arts access across Connecticut through its
mobile art museum that connects elementary- and
high-school-aged critical and creative thinkers
around the visual arts.

Vision
One day, cARTie will ensure
all Connecticut children
have equitable access to
developing their critical and
creative thinking
dispositions – learning in
and through the arts.

Building additional institutional
partnerships with local arts nonprofits, museums, and
community centers;

Partnering with afterschool
programs like the Girl Scouts of
America, different Parent Teacher
Organizations, and other
extracurricular groups;

We are committed to working toward
serving all 109,000 PreK-2 students
across the state, as well as all artsinclined high school students.

Building relationships with summer
camps from local YMCAs to nearby
boarding camps and welcoming
other events for additional revenue
and exposure;

And building sustainability for the
cARTie mission and vision by
increasing our donor and
advocate base.

Statement on Equity
cARTie recognizes that many existing systems of power grant privilege and access to the arts
unequally. cARTie amplifies BIPOC voices, and works to ensure that all children in
Connecticut have equitable access to full and vibrant creative lives.
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Expenses

Fundraising: $898

S

IAL
FINANC

Administrative: $8,859

Revenues

Program Services: $37,188

Program Fees

2,568

Corporate Giving

3,564
18,936

Individual Giving
Government Giving
Foundation Giving

6,455
166,250

*cARTie estimates total revenues of approximately $285,000 and total expenses of approximately $197,000 in fiscal year 2022-2023, allowing for a significant contribution to a sustainability fund.
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We are grateful for the outpouring of generosity shared by our
community in 2021.
It is your faith in the cARTie mission and vision that makes our work possible, and it is your
enthusiasm for what we can achieve, together, that helps us realize the tremendous impact we are
already having. Thank you.
FOUNDING SPONSOR

The Daniel E. Offutt III Charitable Trust
SPONSORS

BLICK Art Materials
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Connecticut Department of Economic and Community Development
Connecticut Office of the Arts, which also receives funding from the
National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency
Cornelia T. Bailey Foundation
CT Humanities (CTH), with funding provided by the Connecticut
State Department of Economic and Community
Development/Connecticut Office of the Arts from the Connecticut
State Legislature
The Community Foundation for Greater New Haven
Derby-Shelton Rotary Club
Fairfield County Community Foundation
Loeb Family Fund
Network for Good
Sustainable CT
Valley Community Foundation

PARTNERS

Connecticut Art Administrators Association
Connecticut Arts Alliance
Cultural Alliance of Fairfield County
DATTCO
Edgewood Creative Thinking Through STEAM Magnet School
MAD Lab
Mead Elementary School
Melissa Wilkinson Foundation
Northeast Academy Arts Magnet School
The Norwalk Art Space
Prendergast Elementary School
Pro Bono Partners
Read Elementary School
Nonprofits Insurance Alliance
Susanna Wesley School
Tech Soup
Truman School

ACKNOWLE

DGEMENTS
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SPECIAL THANKS
Eliza Adams
Anonymous*
Margaret Aiken
Theresa Armijo
Sapna Arvind
The Bessemer Trust*
Beth Bailey
Wilson Beltrand
Benevity
John Bonsignore
Julia Borges
Daniel Boudreau
The Bradbury Fund
Julia Braden
Richard Breault
Vivienne and Deborah Brett*
Robert Brett
Sheri Bronstein
Erik Brooks*
Michaela Cappucci
Nicholas Cass
Valerie Christian
Andrew Clark
Emily Clark
Julia Clark
Laura Clark
John and Ruth Conlon*
Nupur Daptardar
Jay DeGioia
Michele DelGrande
Angelica Despard
Pierce DiMauro
Wilma Donaldson

Michael Donihue
Joan Dougherty
Addie Downs
Carly Earp Duffey
Deborah Dutko
Kurt Endres*
Patricia Endres
Joy Essaghof
William Feldhaus
Elizabeth Finch
Joanne Folger
Talia Fossa
Rachel Fraade
John Gallagher
Mark Gallagher
Michael Gallagher*
Nancy Gansneder
Linda Gilmore
Yarimar Gonzalez
Kimberly Ha
Donna Hair
Sonya Suarez-Hammond
Holly Hawthorn
Arthur Hull Hayes III
Olivia Hayes
Timothy Hubbard
Michael Hulton
Cal Inguanti
Paul Inguanti
Haley Jones
Anthony Joyce
Patricia Keane
Thomas Keane

Diane Kendall
Zoë Kingsley
Grace Leone*
Julia Lo
Alexandra Loeb
Ryan Loechner
Nicholas Lucchesi
Allen Magnusson
Chloe Mandell
Nancy Markos
Kathleen Mason
Brittany Maupin
Molly McGavick
Theresa McNamara
Judiann McSweeney
Laura Meader
Patricia Monteferrante
Jay Moore
Mary Moorehead
Clare Murray*
James and Elizabeth Murray*
John Murray*
Mary Van Miller*
Jeanine Oburchay
Linda Paquette
Nikholas Parker
Nicole Phipps
Amanda Piechota
Scott Ruescher
Karen Ryker
Soonae Sakow
Molly Sawyer
Elizabeth Scott

Susan Scott
Chloe Shapiro
Eileen Siegfried
Mike Sivo
Katie Southworth
Sanjana Srinivasan
Katelyn Teague
The Linda Verhagen Fund at The
Charlottesville Area Community Foundation
Alexis Vondran
Meredith Vondran
Cari Walling
Janella Watson
Douglas Winkel
Martha Winkel
Ellen Winner
Amy Whitaker, in memory of Elaine Whitaker
Priscilla Wohlstetter*
Geri Wyer*
Andrea Yankovich
*Donations of $500+ made since January, 2021
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TOGETHER,
WE CAN BRIDGE
INEQUITIES IN EDUCATION
AND ARTS ACCESS ACROSS
CONNECTICUT.

(203) 505-0971
CTcARTie@gmail.com

326 Navajo Loop
Huntington, CT 06484
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